Introduction
Advances in machine learning and data science allow to develop products and services that leverage individuals data to provide valuable services. At the same time care must be taken to provide an appropriate amount of protection for users in order to adhere to various legal and ethical constraints.
In this work we envision the following scenario: An entity (e.g., the company or the government) wants to offer a service to its users based on their data, (e.g., an ATM verify the card holder is the actual owner). However, some users want to be able to prevent the entity from inferring certain sensitive information from their data (e.g., the gender of the person withdrawing money from the ATM). The need for this may come from security, fairness, or privacy concerns. For example, a hospital might be allowed to produce diagnosis on the patient, without being able to infer some other irrelevant condition of the subject. We may allow identity verification for security purposes, but we want to be sure that we can not be discriminated based on gender, race, or age, guaranteeing that such information can not even be inferred from the provided data. This motivates the main question that we try to answer in this work:
How can we design a (human/face identification/verification) system that can provide a valuable service to a user and offer protection to their sensitive data at the same time?
The benefits of such a system are twofold. First, the users will be more comfortable because their privacy is respected for the tasks the user wants to block. Second, the system will offer the entity offering the service a principled approach to prove that they are not using/inferring users' sensitive information in case of legal/ethical disputes.
Before describing the proposed framework we need to further address two issues that motivate our proposed system. First, can we design a system that is universal, meaning capable to prevent the undesired task by any other system? And second, is the problem that we are trying to solve trivial? The negative answers to these questions are important motivations to the framework here introduced.
Regarding the first question, there are many examples in practice where additional sources of information lead to attacks on the systems that were designed to be private. For example, the authors in [18] showed how to break the anonymity of the publicly released Netflix Prize Dataset. They achieved that by using other public datasets and an appropriate algorithm. It has been shown in [20] that a person in an image can be identified based on the social network graph and the photos of other users even when the faces in the images are obfuscated. The source and power of this additional data may be very hard to anticipate. Another example is the unexpected possibility to infer cardio-vascular health, a task we might want to protect, from regular credit scores as those commonly provided to get mortgage authorization [14] .
The impossibility of universal privacy protection just exemplified has also been studied extensively in the domain of differential privacy [4] , where a number of authors have shown that assumptions about the data or the adversary must be made in order to be able to provide utility [6, 15, 16] . Similarly, in the fairness domain the authors in [12] propose a method to remove discrimination from any learned predictor and note that their fairness objective is not universal, but rather domain specific. As a consequence their framework does not aim to certify fairness but rather provide a set of tools which can be used to improve the fairness of a system.
On the other hand, one may argue that users can prevent inference of sensitive variables by simply sharing less data. For example, [2] shows that if the feature vector representing a face image is sufficiently low dimensional, one can infer the gender of the person, but not his/her identity. However, one may also be interested in face verification, which is not possible if the features do not provide sufficient information, and be agnostic to gender at the same time. This task is much harder, meaning the desired task (verification) is harder than the protected task (gender detection), and the appropriate assumptions must be made, as we will be shown in the sequel.
In view of the issues presented above we propose a novel framework that rather than being universal, assumes a closed environment where privacy with respect to particular sensitive variables is desired. The goal is to ensure that a given entity, trusted to infer certain information with our data, is blocked from inferring sensitive information from it. For example, a company might be allowed to use face verification (the positive task), without being able to infer the irrelevant gender of the subject (negative task). Similarly, a company can guarantee they internally are not using the provided data for any undesired task, an important goal that is not contradicting the virtually impossible challenge of blocking everybody from the undesired task.
To achieve this, we assume an environment where the entity declares a set of (training) data and a set of tools (machine learning algorithms) that will be used to provide a certain service (positive task) to users. We then design a data sanitization function whereby users provide data to the entity that prevents inference of sensitive variables (negative tasks) within the constrained environment. This general idea is visualized in Figure 1 .
The proposed framework is describe in detail in Section 2. A critical application in face verification is presented in Section 3. Related literature is reviewed and discussed in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Proposed Framework
Our framework consists of a closed environment with a set of data Z and a set of algorithms A. In particular, we assume that the training set consist of m training examples:
. An element of Z is a triplet z = (x, t, s), where x ∈ X represents a feature vector in some feature space X , t is a label associated with utility (positive task) and s is a label associated with sensitive data (negative task). For the sake of simplicity we assume that t and s are binary, i.e., t, s ∈ {−1, 1}. The set of algorithms A consists of algorithms A that map the training set to a predictor
where the predictor is of the form
The training data and the algorithms are used to provide a service to the users, where the users' data consists of feature vectors x and it is denoted by
. In particular, the entity provides a service to the user via the prediction of the utility variable t. However, since the feature vector may also be used to predict the sensitive variable s, care must be taken to provide protection against that. As discussed before, on one hand, a user might not use the service because of the concerns of revealing her sensitive information. On the other hand, the entity wants to be able to prove that they are not misusing users data by predicting the sensitive variable s against the user's preference, or for example due to fairness. We assume that the training set has no privacy restrictions.
As discussed in the Introduction, giving guarantees about non-identifiability of certain variables in the "open world" where new data or new algorithms are readily available is very likely impossible. Therefore, what we want to do is to design mechanisms that will prevent prediction of sensitive variables within this important closed environment. Such methods are very relevant in practice: i) they create an additional level of trust between the users and the entity; ii) it gives the entity an elegant way to certify that sensitive information is not being abused within their closed environment; and iii) can provide additional value such as fairness. 1 We require the entity to define a utility metric, a privacy metric, and to design a data sanitization function that will achieve privacy while providing utility. Of particular challenge is the case when inferring s (private data) is actually easier than inferring the actual authorized information t. This is here addressed for the first time. Figure 1 . The entity provides a service to its users in a closed environment with a set of data and a set of algorithms. Given a sensitive variable that may be infered from raw user data, the entity designs a data sanitization function, which transformes users' data in such a way that the sensitive variables may not be infered whithin the closed environment. The data sanitization function is then either shared with the user who can now share sanitized data or it is applied to the data before the users' data enters the entity.
Utility Metric, Privacy Metric and Data Sanitization. First, we will assume that the entity has a test set Z with m samples where the samples are drawn from the same distribution as the training examples. We define both the utility metric and the privacy metric based on the testing set. This is needed since a representative test set is exploited to gain confidence about the utility of the machine learning model. The same test can be used to verify that given the training set Z and the set of algorithms A, no meaningful conclusion about the sensitive variable s can be drawn from the data.
The entity will then design a data sanitization function
such that both utility and privacy will be satisfied. Note that f maps to the same feature space X so that sanitized data f (x) may be used as the input to a predictor q A(Z) . We will evaluate the data sanitization function on the sanitized test set which will be denoted as Z f :
In particular, the utility metric of the closed system will be denoted by
and the privacy metric will be denoted as
The goal is to design such f that both utility and privacy metrics are as close to 1 as possible. For example, denote by CA t (A, Z, Z f ) the classification accuracy of the utility task of the predictor q A(Z) trained on the training set Z and evaluated on the sanitized test set Z f :
where is a 0-1 loss. Then we might define the utility metric as the classification accuracy of the best possible predictor given the training set Z and the set of algorithms A:
Similarly, denote by CA s (A, Z, Z f ) the classification accuracy of the sensitive task of the predictor q A(Z) trained on the training set Z and evaluated on the sanitized test set Z f :
Assume also that the prior probabilities of the sensitive labels are balanced, p(s = 1) = p(s = 0) = 0.5. Then the privacy metric can be defined as the deviation of the the most accurate predictor given the training set Z and the set of algorithms A from the "random" classifier:
Note that the definitions of privacy and the utility are application specific. For example, we may define the utility or privacy metrics via averages over different users. However, we could use more restrictive definitions where utility or privacy are defined per user. The novel framework here introduced is independent of the particular selection. A concrete example is presented in Section 3. The entity might now collect users data via the data sanitization function f into the environment with training data Z and with the set of algorithms A. The closed environment is certified with the utility u(A, Z, Z f ) and the privacy p(A, Z, Z f ), which may be communicated to the user or a possible regulatory entity.
We have presented a framework to protect users privacy based explicitly on the predefined data and algorithms. The guarantees do not extend to algorithms outside A and additional data (side information) outside Z. Although these properties would be desirable, as previously described a large body of literature suggests that universal privacy protection is only possible at the expense of utility [15] .
Face verification and gender recognition from face images
We now demonstrate the proposed framework with an application involving face verification 2 and gender classification. In particular, we will consider the face verification as the utility task and the gender classification as the sensitive task. This may be useful in various applications where we want to re-identify users, but want to prevent gender discrimination/information within the system. This of course goes beyond fairness, where the goal is only to make sure that the system's performance is independent of gender, but not to block the gender detection.
Note that for the opposite case, where gender classification is the utility task and face verification is the sensitive task is also relevant. However, in this case the undesired task can be easily blocked by simply using a sufficiently low dimensional projection, as shown in [2] , and is therefore less challenging.
Dataset and Tools

Dataset
We use the FaceScrub dataset [19] , containing approximately 100,000 face images of 530 individuals, with 265 males and 265 females. For each image, x is obtained by using the features of the last layer of the VGG-face network [21] projected to dimension 1000 using principal component analysis. Associated with each feature is the identity label t and the gender label s. Note that our positive task is verification and not identification, therefore, given two examples (x, t, s) and (x , t , s ) we want to establish either t = t or t = t based on the features x and x . The negative task is gender classification where the features x are used to predict the gender s.
We create three subsets from the original dataset:
, which represents data in the closed environment and is used to design the data sanitization function;
, which is used to evaluate the utility and privacy metrics. The sanitized version of the test set is denoted as
, which represents users' data. The three sets Z, Z and U have a balanced ratio of males and females and do not share identities. 2 Note that face verification verifies if two images belong to the same person (consider for example the ID verification at the airport or the entrance to a facility). It does not identify a person and therefore does not reveal gender.
Metrics
We use the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve to measure success of the face verification task and the gender classification accuracy (CA) to measure success of the gender classification task. Therefore, the utility and the privacy metrics for this particular application are defined as
and
respectively.
Algorithms
We test using 3 algorithms, helping us to present the proposed framework and not just an instance of it:
• Verification algorithm (VA): it takes two feature vectors and it outputs the cosine similarity between the two vectors;
• Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier;
• Random Forest (RF) classifier.
Details of SVM and RF training. The training procedure of the classifier works as follows: Provided data is randomly split into training and validation sets. The predictor is trained on the training set for various hyper-parameter settings and the performance on the validation set is recorded. The hyper-parameters corresponding to the best performance on the validation set are chosen and the predictor is trained on the entire dataset. We use the linear SVM and RF implemented in [22] . The constant C associated with the linear SVM is picked from the set {1e − 3, 1e − 1, 1, 100}. For the RF classifiers we consider number of trees in {25, 50, 100} and tree depth is set to 3, 5 or it is set automatically by the algorithm.
Data Sanitization
We consider two data sanitization techniques:
• Data Sanitization with Linear Projection:
where P is a linear projection matrix.
• Data Sanitization with Maximum Mean Discrepancy Transformation:
where n(x) is a "noise" vector that depends nonlinearly on x.
The data sanitization function are designed so that they maximize the privacy and minimally affect the utility.
Data Sanitization with Linear Projection. The sanitization function with linear projection P is defined as
The linear projection P is obtained by iterating the following steps, where P is set to identity initially:
1. The features x in the training set Z and the test set Z are transformed by P : x = P x.
2. An SVM classifier is trained on the training set Z to predict the sensitive variable s. SVM training details are provided in the paragraph above.
3. A linear projection P is constructed so that the kernel of the projection corresponds to the weight vector of the trained SVM. In this way the projection "collapses" the dimension of the space where the training samples are linearly separable.
4. Projection P is updated to include the kernel of the projection P : P = P P .
The process is repeated until we achieve a sufficiently low classification accuracy on the test set (we used 55% in our case). The trade-off between utility and privacy is achieved by increasing or decreasing the dimension of the kernel of the projection P .
Data Sanitization with Maximum Mean Discrepancy
Transformation. We extend the technique proposed in [8] , which uses the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) statistics [10] . It is originally used for image style transfer using convolutional neural networks.
The sanitization function is defined as
where n(x) is obtained as follows: First a dictionary D is constructed from the feature vectors x in the training set Z. We set n(x) to be a linear combination of the features in the training set: n(x) = Dθ(x) where θ(x) is the vector of coefficients. The central part of the method is the computation of the parameter vector θ(x), which we describe next.
We use the features x from the training set Z to construct two subsets: X + = {x : (x, s, t) ∈ Z, s = 1} and X − = {x : (x, s, t) ∈ Z, s = −1}, which correspond to the two classes associated with the sensitive label. Then for each user's feature vector x we determine randomly the target class s ∈ {−1, 1} and define the cost function
where k(x, x ) is the kernel function. We choose k(x, x ) to be a Gaussian kernel,
2 ) with parameter σ = 0.001 in our experiments.
The value of θ(x) is obtained by maximizing the cost function c(θ(x)):
The optimization problem is solved by gradient descent using step size 0.05 and 10,000 iterations. Intuitively, a large positive value of
indicates that x+D(θ) resembles the data in X + , and a large negative value of (19) indicates that x + Dθ(x) resembles the data in X − . Therefore, the optimization problem in (18), where s ∈ {−1, 1}, can be interpreted as a non-linear noise model that changes feature x to be close to either |X + | or |X − |.
Results
We now explore various scenarios where we prevent gender classification without compromising verification within a closed environment. In all the cases we will assume that the training set is part of the closed environment. We will then consider the different examples of data sanitization functions and the different algorithms allowed in the closed environment.
Baseline. First, we consider a baseline scenario, where the closed environment uses the training set Z and all three algorithms: A = {VA, SVM, RF} and does not do any data sanitization. We report the values of the utility metric and the privacy metric as measured on the test set Z . We also report the gender classification accuracy of the SVM classifier, the gender classification accuracy of the RF classifier and the verification AUC on the user data. The results are reported in Table 1 .
Note that the utility metric is close to 1 and the privacy metric is close to zero. This is expected as no data sanitization is used. The gender classification accuracies on the data in the user set are high, which implies low privacy, and the verification AUC on the user data is also high, which implies high utility.
Case 1: Linear sanitization and SVMs. Here we set the closed environment to include the training set Z, algorithms: A = {VA, SVM}, and the linear sanitization function for the users' data. The values of the utility metric and the privacy metric as measured on the test set Z f are reported in Table 2 . The gender classification accuracy of the SVM classifier and the verification AUC on the user data are reported as well. Note that the the gender classification accuracy of the RF classifier is not reported because RF classifier is not in the closed environment.
The utility metric in this case if very close to the baseline. Therefore, the utility is preserved by the data sanitization function. The privacy metric, on the other hand, is much higher than in the baseline example, which means that gender recognition does not perform well on the users' data. These observations are also supported by a low gender classification accuracy of the SVM classifier and the verification AUC on the user dataset, which dropped for only 0.02% compared to the baseline. Therefore, we have simultaneously achieved privacy (and gender fairness as a consequence) and utility within the specified environment.
Case 2: MMD sanitization, SVMs and RFs. Now we extend the closed environment from case 1 to include the stronger RF classifiers: A = {VA, SVM, RF}. The linear sanitization function is not effective when used with the RF classifiers, therefore we use the MMD data sanitization. The results following the format of the baseline and case 1 are presented in Table 3 .
Note that the utility metric and the privacy metric are slightly lower than in the case 1. Nevertheless, the verification AUC on the user dataset dropped by 1.03% compared to the baseline, whereas the SVM and RF gender classifiers trained in the closed environment achieved accuracies 50.27% and 53.84%, respectively. We can claim that the data sanitization is therefore effective.
Necessity of the Closed Environment
Finally, we show experimentally that the close environment assumptions is necessary in the presented scenario.
In particular, we create an additional adversary set Z
, which is sanitized by one of the sanitization functions and does not share identities with the training set, test set or the user set. We then violate the closed environment assumption and train various classifier on the gender classification task using the adversary set as the training set. The gender classification accuracy results on the user set are reported in Table 4 for different scenarios (baseline, linear sanitization and MMD sanitization).
Note that in the case of linear sanitization and in the case of MMD sanitization the gender classification accuracy is significantly higher than 50% for both the SVM and the RF classifier. The sensitive information can therefore be exposed by leveraging outside data (side information). The reason for this is that data sanitization "removes" information relevant for gender classification that is present in the training set. The adversary set contains information about gender that is complimentary to the information in the training set and is not captured by the sanitization function. From this perspective a closed environment is very well motivated and our work addresses this for the first time.
Related Work
While the concept of closed environment privacy as here defined is new, and the formulation presented in the previous section should be considered as one possible realization of it, it is related to other contributions in the literature. We give a review of some of these works next.
Privacy. The privacy problem has been widely studied in the data mining and database communities, where differential privacy [4] is one of the most popular approaches.
Differentially private data release mechanisms ensure that an adversary may not establish a presence or absence of an individual in a database [24] . An important property, emphasized in the differential privacy literature, is the fact that there is no need for assumptions about the side information of an adversary. However, such universality comes at an expense of utility, as shown in [6, 15, 16] . Our proposed framework differs from the differential privacy framework by assuming a closed environment where the data and tools are predefined/pre-trained. A consequence is that we can maintain utility, while still offering privacy within the closed environment.
Differential privacy has also been applied to training of machine learning models where the goal is to keep the training data private while learning the parameters of the model, e.g., [23, 1] . A successful attack using generative adversarial networks on differentialy private training mechanisms has been proposed in [13] . Our framework differs from these models in the sense that we propose data sanitization mechanisms and privacy for user's data and not for training data.
The Pufferfish framework [16] defines privacy with respect to a set of potential secrets and with respect to a set of assumptions about the knowledge of a potential adversary. Similarly to our framework, this framework constrains the problem to a particular secret and assumes an adversary has a limited prior knowledge. In our framework we explicitly constraint a potential adversary by defining the training data and the set of algorithms. Moreover, we also propose two techniques for data sanitization that are based on data and achieve privacy and utility within a closed environment.
A deep learning architecture for privacy-preserving mobile analytics has been proposed in [2] . Their main tools is dimensionality reduction of shared features, which allows them to prevent the success of hard tasks (person identification), where a higher feature dimensionality is required. However, such methods do not work if we want to disable an easier task (e.g, gender classification).
The authors in [25] are concerned with image filters that reduce discriminability of a particular classification task while preserving discriminability of another. Their methods differ from ours as they focus on discriminability of images for people and not algorithms. Similarly, the work in [11] proposes minimax filters that preserve privacy while providing utility and apply their framework on the application that allows face expression classification and prevents gender classification. However, they do not consider the case of adversarial data set that allows to train a relatively accurate gender classifier and is the main motivation for the closed environment, as demonstrated in Section 3.3.
Fairness. The goal of fairness in machine learning is to ensure that predictions are not biased or discriminatory [5] . To achieve fairness we may regularize the feature representations [27, 7, 17] or design predictors in a way that they obey the fairness constraints [12, 26] .
A fair representation with respect to a certain variable does not necessarily imply privacy or non-identifiability of this variable. On the other hand, fairness can automatically result from the here proposed framework. Certain approaches such as the variational fair auto-encoder [17] or a censored representation trained using an adversary [7] also achieve non-identifiability. These methods can potentially be used in our proposed framework for closed privacy. However, our focus is not on a particular method or algorithm but rather on a wider framework that may encompass various algorithms.
Other. An orthogonal direction that offers privacy is homomorphic encryption [9] , where models are trained and tested using encrypted data, and the prediction results are also returned in an encrypted form. Homomorphic encryption has been applied to neural networks in [3] . Such homomorphic encryption schemes are extremely computationally inefficient. Our proposed framework is as efficient as the desired utility, and again its goal is to block the entity from extracting protected information and not to block others from accessing data (encryption).
Conclusions
In this work we have introduced a framework that provides privacy to users within a closed environment and demonstrated its usage in an application where the face verification is possible and the gender classification is blocked. We also demonstrated that without the closed environment assumption the privacy can not be guaranteed. There are many possible extension to the presented framework. In particular, it may be interesting to design methods that would allow sharing of users' data between various closed environments in a way consistent with privacy guarantees. Another relevant extension is to adaptive environments where users' data is used internally to improve the models.
